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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

TAMPA DIVISION

GAWKER MEDIA, LLD, et
al.,

Plaintiff,
CIVIL 8:15—cv-1202—T—
NO.: 24EAJ

vs.
DATE: July 2, 2015

FBI, et al., : TIME: 9:00 a.m.

Defendant. : PAGES: l — 94

TRANSCRIPT OF MOTION HEARING
BEFORE THE HONORABLE SUSAN C. BUCKLEW

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

Court Reporter: Lynann Nicely, RPR, RMR, CRR
Official Court Reporter
801 N. Florida Avenue

Suite 13B
Tampa, Florida 33602

Proceedings recorded and transcribed by computer—aided
stenography.
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this is the video,-—--I—--—-u-.----—-—--I--
MR. BERLIN: Well, I'm not trying to do that

deliberately, I'm just trying to say that at the end

of the day we were not getting -- there's a question

about the integrity of the documents that we got.

And it is over a key portion of audio footage that

if you were to review the documents that were

provided to you in your chambers,---—--------——~-I——————-- -I————-N-----—---
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MR. BERLIN: Look, all I know, right, and some

of this requires some review of the records to be

able to say more than I can say in court because the

substance of this is I've got my hands tied so I'm

dancing a little bit here.

But the bottom line is it was very concerning

to me and to Gawker to get a DVD -- to get three

DVDs produced where one was supposed to have an

encounter on it and only had a minute and 14 seconds

of empty bed, and one had an audio track that was

duplicated from another video at a key moment, and

then third to get an audio CD where you can hear

that same DVD with a different audio and they're

listening to it. Coupled with, right, testimony in

our state court case where both Mr. Bollea and

Mr. Houston denied ever having looked at those

videos.

So this is really like I don't -— what I'm
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forth, so we've used that process. And then at some

point there is no prosecution. At some point we

know from last week there is now another

investigation by a state agency which last week was

grounds for asserting a law enforcement exemption,

this week it wasn't.

You know, there are a number of things here

where -- and even apart from Gawker's interest as a

litigant, Gawker's interest as a news organization,

having spent a lot of money to get to this point,

has an interest in understanding, okay, how is the

government operating. And that's what the point of

the public interest part of this ~-

THE COURT: Say that again. Because I was

going to ask you to please tell me what the public

interest is again. What do you -- what are you

saying is the public interest?

MR. BERLIN: The public interest —— in general

in the cases when you get to this point, putting

aside -- I'm making you the first point that a lot

of this is not private, right, so there is a privacy

balance against that.
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THE COURT: 0-- -------0-—------—--I—-------- - -—I--—-—--O--—I--——-I——-—-I—--
THE COURT: I realize that and I realize what

FOIA is and I realize the purpose of the statute and

I think I said when we were here last, that's really

not your purpose and I'm not sure that it's my job

at this point to evaluate why you make a FOIA

request. So I really -- the government raised the

fact you're doing it for litigation purposes, but
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Gawker’s Lawyer lmplies
Government Possibly Altered Hulk
Hogan Sex Tapes
Meanwhile, in a separate court hearing Thursday, the July 6 sex tape trial pitting

the wrestling legend against the media site was postponed. N0 new date was set.
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”,5 Tom Namako
’ BuzzFeed News Reporter

Mary Ann Georgantopoulos
BuzzFeed News Reporter

Reporting From
» St. Petersburg, Florida

Lawyers for Gawker — which is in a legal battle with wrestler Hulk Hogan over its

publication 0f his sex tape — implied in a federal court in Florida on Thursday that

the federal government may have altered one of three DVDS of the encounter.

Hogan, whose real name is Terry Bollea, is suing Gawker for $100 miliion in

damages in Pinellas County court for publishing a portion of the sex tape between

him and Heather Clem, the wife of his friend, Bubba The Love Sponge Clem.

The alteration issue came up in a separate federal court hearing 0n Thursday

discussing Gawker‘s obtaining three videos shot before and during the encounter

through Freedom of Information laws.
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More News
Hogan appears to have asked the FBI to investigate how his sex tapes were
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made public, according to the transcript.

Gawker lawyer Seth Berlin said he recently viewed the three tapes and compared

them to transcripts of the tapes created while they were supposedly in FBI

possession. When Berlin watched the tape later, a portion didn't match up to the

transcripts, he told the judge.

“There is something that is particularly of sensitive and of interest to us in the

case and

that is the portion that has been overdubbed," he said, "So we have two CD3 with

two different video and for a portion 0f it the audio is the same."

“l want to understand how it is that between that moment when the FBI took

possession of those DVDs and when | saw those tapes...on Tuesday. that audio

got changed," Berlin said, adding that “it smells [ike bad fish.”

When Berlin said he wasn’t trying to “impugn anybody at the FBI or in the U.S.

Attorney’s Office.” the judge shot back “you are.”

Berlin then implied that Hogan may have worked with the FBI in some way.

“In my judgment Mr. Bollea has used the arms of the federal grand jury t0 try and

suppress [evidence]," Berlin said. “I didn’t know that the FBI was in the business

of doing that."

"Of doing what?" the judge asked.

“Of trying to — of essentially trying t0 use arms of the federal government to help

people," Berlin said. “I didn’t know you could down to your local FBI office and

say hey, can you prosecute this or investigate this t0 try and keep that from

coming out. And that is what l think is going on here and that is wrong.”

The judge replied, “Well, I would be very surprised if that’s what’s going on here. I

realize why it’s in your best interests to say something like that, but | would be

very surprised t0 say that’s going on.”

Hogan’s lawyer, Charles Harder, told BuzzFeed News, “Gawker accused Mr.

Bollea today of being ‘in cahoots’ with the FBI. Nothing could be further from the

truth. The accusation is 100% false and outrageous. Gawker clearly is desperate

and making up lies to try to cover up its own illegal activity."

The FBI didn’t immediately return a request for comment.

The federal prosecutor, Kenneth Stegeby, explained that there were two different

types of video files, and that officials has a hard time redacting one of those types

0f files in order to comply with privacy tawsl

su
In one video, he said. officials only option was to redact both the video and the

audio and that is why the FBI left one minute and i believe 14, 15 seconds or so,

and it’s only of the bed. there are n0 people there.”

“We have inquired of the FBI for more information about it, so we’re pushing hard

to figure out what's going on with this,” Stegeby said.
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“0K. AII right,” the judge said, adding it seemed like something they could “work

out.
g
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Meanwhile, an appeais court in Florida ruled in a
3-0 decision on Thursday to postpone the
scheduled trial.

Now Buzzing

The trial was set to begin on Monday. July 6. No replacement date has been set.

The issue appears to stem when notice was served about the trial’s start. From

the opinion filed Thursday:
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#GrowingUpEmo
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Gawker defendants emphatically opposed setting the case for mal. But the circuft court.

persuaded by Boltea‘s side that it could disregard the opponents‘ objections as

innocuous Iechnicalities, entered a written order setting :riaé for Juiy 6. Three days later,

on June 22, the Gawke: defendants med the instant proceeding in this com?

Although we easiiy understand why Bollea and the circuit count went to

Women Get Transformed Into Drag
Kings For The First Time

lengths to preserve the Jury 6 trial date, their efforts were fume from the outset—by the

time the court entered its June 19 order schedufing the ma! fot July 6, the window for

doing so had been closed for weeks. Rule 1.440(3) provides that an action is deemed

at issue "after any motions directed to the last weeding served have been disposed of

or. if no such mofions are served, 20 days after service of the last pleading."

Thereafter, under subsecficn (b) a patty must serve a notice that the action is at issue

. ‘
14 South African Landscapes That’ll

and {eady to be scheduled for tna!‘ Per subsection (c), the court must then enter an Take Your Breath Away
order setting trial no fewer than thin): days hence The rule thus prescribes a minimum

intervai of fifty days between service of the last pleading and commencement of tn’al

Fifty days prior to Jufy 6 was May 17, which was a Sunday. Therefore, to Like my same or yOutre grou
permit a trial on July 6, the last pleading in the case must have been served no later

th Frid .M 15; ll' ‘

th
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-an ay ay Bo ea s notice tha t e acnon was at assue must have been filed 24 Parents Who Have Fmany
Reached Peak Parent
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é}?“The delay of the trial provides us the important opportunity to find out more about <

the three Hulk Hogan video recordings obtained by the FBI that appear highly

relevant t0 the facts of the case." Heather Dietriok, Gawker‘s president and

general counsel told BuzzFeed News. “We have the right to know the full story

and are concerned because one of the tapes produced by the FBI today is

incomplete while there is a serious irregularity in another tape.”
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MOTION AND IF FILED, DETERMINED

IN THE O’STRICT COURT OF APPEAL

OF FLORIDA

SECOND DISTRICT

GAWKER MEDIA. LLC; MCK BENTON; )

and A41 DAULERIO, )

Petitioners. g

v, i Case No. 2015—2857

TERRY GENE BOLLEA. pmfesaionafly g

known as HULK HOGAN. )

Respondent.

i

Opinion med Jury 2. 2015,

Petition f0: Writ of Mandamus to the Circuit

Court for ?&nellaa County; Pamefa AM.
Campbell, Judge,

Gregg D. Thomas and Rachel EA Fugate of

Thomas & LoCicero PLK Tampa; and Seth
D. Berlin and Afia L. Smith of Levine
Suilivan Koch & Schufm, LLP, Washington,
Dismct of Columbia‘ f0: Petitioners.
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Mary Ann Georgantopouios is a reporter for BuzzFeed News and is based in New
York,

Contact Mary Ann Georgantopoulos at maryann.g@buzzfeed.com

Tom Namako is the deputy news director for BuzzFeed News and is based in New
York.

Contact Tom Namako at tom.namako@buzzfeed.com_’ m?
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